Accurate cardiac bidomain conductivity values are essential for realistic simulation of various cardiac electrophysiological phenomena. A method was previously developed that can determine the conductivities from measurements of potential on a multi-electrode array placed on the surface of the heart. These conductivities, as well as a value for fibre rotation, are determined using a mathematical model and a two-pass process that is based on Tikhonov regularisation. Using simulated potentials, to which noise is added, the inversion method was recently shown to retrieve the intracellular conductivities accurately with up to 15% noise and the extracellular conductivities extremely accurately even with 20% noise. Recent work investigated the sensitivity of the 
method to the choice of the regularisation parameters. Such a study only became possible due to modifications that were made to the C++ code so that it could run on graphical processing units (gpus) on the cuda platform. As the method required the solution of a large number of matrix equations, the highly parallel nature of gpus was exploited to accelerate execution of the code. Reorganisation of the code and more efficient memory management techniques allowed the data to completely fit in the gpu memory. Comparison between the execution time on the gpu versus the original cpu code shows a speedup of up to 60 times. In the future, the speedup could be further increased with greater use of shared memory, which has a much lower latency (access time) than global memory. 
Introduction
Simulation studies, using mathematical modelling, are increasingly being used to explore the mechanisms behind heart disorders such as myocardial ischaemia and atrial and ventricular fibrillation [1] . However, realistic simulations require accurate model parameters. The bidomain model [2] , which is commonly used to simulate the electric field in cardiac tissue, uses six cardiac conductivity values, in addition to other parameters. These conductivities are necessary because electrical current flows in three directions in cardiac tissue: along (longitudinal) and across (transverse) the fibres of cardiac cells that make up the sheets of cardiac tissue, as well as between (normal) the sheets. This occurs in the two interpenetrating domains (intracellular and extracellular) of the bidomain model.
There are a number of theoretical and practical difficulties associated with making and interpreting the measurements necessary to find the cardiac conductivities. The result of this is that only three sets [3, 4, 5] of four conductivity values were experimentally determined (where the assumption made is that the conductivities in the transverse and normal directions are equal), while the two sets of six conductivities that are available [6, 7] are not fully experimentally determined. It was found that the four conductivity datasets are not consistent [8] and produce results that are open to considerable interpretation [9] , as is also the case for the six conductivity sets [10] . In addition, experimental work [6, 11] showed that ventricular tissue does have three distinct propagation directions, which led to renewed efforts by researchers to develop techniques for finding cardiac conductivity values [12, 13, 14, 15] .
These efforts include the presentation of a model and solution method as well as a multi-electrode measuring array [16, 17, 18] which were used in simulations with synthetic data to demonstrate that it is possible to accurately retrieve the six bidomain conductivities. The validation consisted of adding noise of up to 5% to simulated measurements of potential on the array and then using C20 an inversion technique to retrieve the conductivities. The inversion technique uses a two-pass process based on the so-called four electrode technique [19] , where measurements are made on the outer pair of four equi-spaced collinear electrodes, after current is applied to the other two. The first pass uses 'closely-spaced' electrodes to retrieve the extracellular conductivities and the second pass uses more 'widely-spaced' electrodes to retrieve the intracellular conductivities (and the fibre rotation angle, which is associated with the rotation of the sheets of cardiac fibres). The inversion process is iterative and fits the conductivities by minimising a Tikhonov functional [17, 18] .
Since the solution method for the model is amenable to parallelisation, it recently became possible to consider whether the conductivities can still be retrieved accurately when much larger values of noise are added to the potential measurements. In addition, other aspects of the inversion process can now be studied to see if it is possible to retrieve the conductivities, particularly the intracellular ones, more accurately. These two considerations are the focus of this article and the results of these investigations are presented in Section 4, along with an outline of the previously presented [17, 18] mathematical model, its solution method, the measuring array and the inversion method in Section 2 and a discussion of the cpu and gpu parallelisation in Section 3.
Simulations and inversion method

Model and solution technique
Cardiac tissue consists of sheets of fibres that rotate, relative to one another, through the tissue. Also, current is able to flow more easily along the fibres (l=longitudinal) than across the fibres within the sheet (t=transverse) or between the sheets (n=normal). This leads to six cardiac bidomain (i=intracellular, e=extracellular domain) conductivity values g pq where p = i, e and q = l, t, n .
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Here, the electric potential in a block of cardiac ventricular tissue and its adjacent blood mass is modelled using the bidomain equations [2] , together with Laplace's equation in the blood (b):
where φ p with p = i, e, b is the potential, β is the surface to volume ratio of the cells, R is the membrane resistance and I s is the applied current. The conductivity tensors M p , with p = i, e , take account of the anisotropic conductivity, as well as the fibre rotation, which is assumed to be linear through an angle of α between the epicardium and the endocardium. Johnston et al. [17, 20] provided a full description of the model and the boundary conditions used, as well as the solution technique.
The model is solved by first expanding φ p with p = i, e as a Fourier series, where
This results in two sets of four ordinary differential equations in the coefficients X p rs (z) , with X = C, D, E, F . The coefficients are found by solving a banded system of linear algebraic equations, which are the result of a one dimensional finite difference scheme in the z direction.
The parameters used to solve the model are [21] g b = 6.7 mS/cm, β = 2000 cm −1 , R = 9100 Ωcm 2 , I s = 50 µA/mm 3 and α = 2π/3 , as well as two sets of six conductivity values, those of Hooks et al. [6] and MacLachlan et al. [7] (Table 1 ). 
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Array, inversion method and simulations
The approach used to find the required parameters (six conductivities and fibre rotation) is to make potential measurements on the heart surface using an electrode array and then to use an inversion technique to recover the original parameters. Since the potentials depend non-linearly on the parameters (first two equations in (1)), and there will be measurement noise, the inversion technique involves minimising a Tikhonov functional, using the SolvOpt solver [22] . For the first pass, which retrieves the extracellular conductivities, this is given by
where γ 1 = 10 −2 and γ 2 = 10 −5 are the regularisation parameters and the initial value used for α = 1 , while the conductivities are taken to be 1 × 10 −3 S/cm, except for g in = 1 × 10 −4 S/cm. Here φ M is the difference in measured potential between electrode i and the reference electrode and φ C is similar but for the calculated value at each iteration of the solver. These potentials are measured using the inner (green) electrodes of the multielectrode array shown in Figure 1 . A similar Tikhonov functional is used in the second pass [17] , except that the extracellular values found in the first pass are held constant, and only the intracellular conductivities and fibre rotation are solved for (in this case using all the electrodes, except for the two used for current injection and retrieval).
Sets of 15 simulations are produced for each pass, noise level and conductivity set. This is achieved by using the model to calculate the potentials at the appropriate set of measuring electrodes on the array, adding noise to these values and then using the inversion technique to retrieve the conductivities and fibre rotation in a two-pass process [17] . However, since each first pass inversion requires about 80-100 iterations of the solver and each second pass inversion requires another 30-40 iterations, this process is extremely time consuming. Fortunately, the structure of the problem is such that it is amenable to parallelisation.
Parallelisation
CPU parallelisation
Solving the model involves the sum of a set of calculations that involve X p rs with p = i, e and X = C, D, E, F (see equation (2)). Since these are independent for each r, s combination, it is straightforward to parallelise the C++ code to C24 run on multiple cpus. For example, for four cpus, with r, s = 0, 1, . . . , 200 , the loops are split with 0 r 200 on each processor and then 0 s 49 on cpu0, . . . , 150 s 200 on cpu3. The results from each of the four processors is then sent to the root cpu (say cpu0) to be added together to give the final result. The freely available mpi (message passing interface) library mpich2 is used to perform the dividing and communicating tasks.
GPU parallelisation
The next step is to modify the code so that it can be run in parallel on the cuda platform, but this presents challenges due to the memory restrictions that are associated with gpus. cpus have a small number of fast cores called alus (arithmetic logic units), on which each parallel section is run. gpus, on the other hand, have hundreds of parallel threads (the code that is run on a single alu) arranged in blocks, but only a limited amount of shared memory per block. This is overcome by using global memory (dram), but this has a much higher latency (access time) than shared memory. The challenge is to balance these two aspects of memory access.
An initial problem is that any one of the main matrices or vectors used in the code is too large to be stored in shared memory. In addition, the amount of global memory required per thread (around 180 kB for 200 discretisation points in the finite difference scheme) is also too large. These problems are overcome by some creative reorganisation of the code that takes advantage of the fixed bandwidth of the matrices. The new code uses temporary storage of vectors and Gaussian elimination, rather than a banded solution technique, to achieve a 65% reduction in memory per thread, making it possible for all the data to fit on the gpu memory.
When using gpus, allocating the data to the processors is easier than for cpus since each thread is a single r, s combination. These are then copied back to the cpu, which is responsible for adding them together and displaying the final result for the potential. 
Performance improvement
The cpu hardware used in this work is an Intel S2011 Core i7 3930K with a clock speed of 3.20 GHz and the gpu is the Nvidia GTX690 (4 GB, 3072 cores, dual gpu). The original kernel (for a forward pass with 200 points in each direction), which runs on a single cpu in approximately 29 s, ran on a single gpu in approximately 0.5 s, giving a speedup of around 60 times. In practice, the system actually consisted of two of these gpus plus another GTX660 card, which could be utilised for these calculations if it was not being used for visualisation, giving a run-time of around 0.23 s. In terms of the simulations that retrieved the conductivities, this translated from a single first pass (of around 80-100 iterations that took around 12-14 hours) to a full set of 15 first pass simulations (that took less than two hours).
Results and discussion
Percentage relative errors ± one standard deviation, averaged over 15 runs, for noise levels 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%, are given in Table 2 for the datasets of Hooks et al. [6] and MacLachlan et al. [7] . These errors show that, even with up to 20% added noise, the three extracellular conductivities g el , g et and g en are retrieved extremely accurately (at worst at around half the added error) and, with the exception of one case, with relative errors that are less than 3%. The intracellular conductivities and fibre rotation cannot be retrieved as accurately, but, at around 2-3 times the added noise, they are still found quite accurately for noise up to 15%. It would seem that 20% added noise is near the limit of the algorithm since there is a problem with retrieving g it for the Hooks' conductivities [6] , but not the rest of the parameters or those of MacLachlan et al. [7] . It is also interesting to note that, when retrieving the second pass parameters (g iq and α), in many cases, it seems that three parameters are found very accurately and one is considerably less accurate, or alternatively, four parameters are found moderately accurately. It is possible C26 Table 2 : Percentage relative errors ± one standard deviation, for various noise levels, when retrieving the indicated cardiac conductivities and fibre rotation using data sets: (a) Hooks et al. [6] ; and (b) MacLachlan et al. [7] Noise (a) 5% 10% 15% 20% g el 0.5 ± 1.9 0.6 ± 1.9 0.1 ± 3.5 0.7 ± 5.3 g et 1.1 ± 2.7 0.7 ± 3.0 0.1 ± 2.5 7.2 ± 9.2 g en 0.4 ± 2.2
1.3 ± 1.6 0.6 ± 2.1 3.0 ± 4.0 g il 2.6 ± 3.8
17.7 ± 8.2 1.9 ± 9.8 2.5 ± 10.3 g it 6.5 ± 19.4 2.4 ± 29.5 1.6 ± 30.2 112 ± 98 g in 10.6 ± 12. 1.6 ± 3.4 0.0 ± 2.9 g il 2.1 ± 3.0 3.0 ± 6.6 8.8 ± 9.6 25.6 ± 14.5 g it 15.7 ± 8.0 9.2 ± 18.6 10.8 ± 12.0 13.7 ± 28.2 g in 1.7 ± 7.3 17.6 ± 14.0 11.8 ± 19.3 22.9 ± 37.9 α 8.2 ± 7.9 1.4 ± 20.3 8.6 ± 18.2 29.7 ± 42.5 that the minimisation algorithm must find a balance between the errors in the various parameters.
The speed-up in the running times for the simulations now provides the opportunity to investigate a number of aspects of the inversion algorithm in a systematic fashion. Here the same sets of noisy potentials are used each time and only some aspect of the inversion is changed. For example, the sensitivity of the retrievals to the size of the regularisation parameters is examined and it is confirmed that the algorithm is quite insensitive to the size of γ 1 and γ 2 in the Tikhonov regularisation (for example, equation (3)). It is also confirmed that the algorithm is not particularly dependent on initial values used in the first pass, although this is not the case for the second pass. However, even using exact values for the extracellular conductivities in the second pass does not produce second pass parameters that are markedly more accurate than those above and this seems to be related to the noise in the potentials.
Conclusions
Results from a simulation study showed that it is possible to accurately retrieve the six bidomain cardiac conductivity values and fibre rotation from measurements of potential made on an electrode array on the heart's surface, when noise of up to at least 15% is added. Extracellular conductivities, retrieved from potentials with up to 20% noise added have relative errors that are between 0.25 and 0.5 of the added noise, while reasonably accurate intracellular conductivities and fibre rotation are found for noise up to 15%. Innovative data management and memory access techniques made it possible for the C++ code to be run on gpus and achieve speed-ups of up to 60 times, which has opened up the possibility of studying other aspects of the retrieval algorithm, including some mentioned below. It also made it feasible to process the large amounts of data that will be produced when this method is applied in vivo. Future work on the computing aspect of the project could include further reorganisation of the code to increase the use of shared memory.
Strategies that were investigated for reducing the overall error in the intracellular conductivities and fibre rotation, which were retrieved in the second pass, included: adjusting the regularisation parameters; varying the initial values used in the first pass, and attempting to find the extracellular values that are used in the second pass more accurately. One final conclusion from these studies is that, because noise is added to the potentials, it does not seem to be possible to get the overall error in the intracellular conductivities and fibre rotation below a certain level.
